
Amy Dunn & Renee Harness

Coaching for Behavior and Culture Change



Welcome & Overview

• Who we are

• How we work with TLC

• What we’ll share with you today

• How you can help



Leadership Behaviors & Culture

“The only thing of real importance 

that leaders do is to create and 

manage culture” 

- Edgar Schein



Leadership Behaviors & Culture

“The truth of the matter is that if you know 
that leadership makes a difference…you 
have to deliberately and consciously 
practice and practice and practice.”

- Kouzes & Posner
Great Leadership Creates Great Workplaces



Leadership Behaviors & Culture

People watch what gets…..

• Rewarded

• Resourced

• Prioritized

• Measured



Leadership Behaviors & Culture

People watch HOW things are…..

• Handled in a crisis

• Communicated

• Modeled

• “Done around here”



6 Behaviors/Decisions 

Transmit Culture

1. Measurement and control of decisions.

2. Response to crises.

3. Resource allocation.

4. Coaching, teaching and example.

5. Reward and status determination.

6. Hiring, firing and promotion.



A Leader Who Impacted Culture

• Pair Up!

• Discuss a leader who you know who 
impacted organizational culture

Positively OR Negatively



LPI & Driving Culture 

# 1 – I set a personal example of what I 

expect from others

# 21 – I build consensus around a common 

set of values for running our organization

# 26 – I am clear about my philosophy of 

leadership 



LPI & Driving Culture 

#12 – I appeal to others to share an exciting 

dream of the future

# 20 – I publically recognize people who 

exemplify commitment to shared values

# 27 – I speak with genuine conviction about 

the higher meaning and purpose of our work
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PWA = Positive Workplace AttitudePWA = Positive Workplace Attitude



Kouzes and Posner’s Positive 

Workplace Attitudes (PWA) 

1. My work group has a strong sense of team spirit.

2. I am proud to tell others that I work for this organization.

3. I am committed to this organization’s success.

4. I would work harder and for longer hours if the job demanded it.

5. I am highly productive in my job.

6. I am clear about what is expected of me in my job.

7. I feel that my organization values my work

8. I am effective in meeting the demands of my job.

9. Around my workplace, people seem to trust management. 

10. I feel like I am making a difference in this organization.



Familiarity with Coaching

By show of hands…

� I am a coach - have had a coach - very 
familiar

� I do informal coaching - somewhat familiar

� I’m new to coaching - basic familiarity



What is Coaching?

“Partnering with clients in 

a thought-provoking and creative process 

that inspires them to maximize 

their personal and professional potential…

– The International Coaching Federation



What Do Coaches DO?

� Establish trust 

� Powerful questions (more on this soon)

� Challenge 

� Active & intuitive listening

� Encourage

� Possibility thinking, visioning 

� Guide goal setting

� Hold accountable



Coaching for Behavior Change

• Not to be taken lightly

• Hard under best of circumstances

• Strong, internally-driven motivation

• Process not event

• Significant investment in “why” and payoff



Establishing Motivation and Value

• Why motivated to do this?

• Why now?

• Why important to you? 

• Be 3 – why?, why?, why?

• What key benefits to your organization?

• Why are those benefits important?

• What will be different?



Receptivity to Coaching

� #3 Seeks out challenging opportunities that 

test his/her own skills and abilities

� #9 Actively listens to diverse points of view 

� #11 Follows through on promises and 

commitments he/she makes 

� #16 Asks for feedback on how his/her 

actions affect people’s performance 

� #18 Asks “What can we learn?” when things 

don’t go as expected 



Small Behavior Changes…

…can yield big results in your culture.



A Key Capability Of A Coach

Asking powerful questionsAsking powerful questionsAsking powerful questionsAsking powerful questions



Powerful Questions

Help your leaders:

• Explore alternatives

• Make progress 

• Shift perspective

• Gain insight 

• Take action

Help you: 

• Demonstrate listening

• Gain insight 

• Strengthen the relationship

• Clarify communication

A Coach’s Guide to Developing Exemplary Leaders. Kouzes, Posner & Beich, Wiley, 2010.



Tips for Powerful Questions

• Begin with “what if,” ‘why,” or “how” 

• Meaningful purpose 

• Function 

• Broader context 

• Incorporate knowledge of style 

• DiSC, Myers-Briggs, etc.

• Use the language they use

A Coach’s Guide to Developing Exemplary Leaders. Kouzes, Posner & Beich, Wiley, 2010.



How to Ask Them

• “I’m really curious about…”

• Engage authentically

• Listen on all levels

• Use your intuition



• Motivated & engaged leader

• Impacted by TLCW and LPI 

• From bureaucratic to customer-focused 
culture

• LPI behaviors 1#, 21#, and 12#

Robin, Commissioner DMV 

Yourstate, USA



The Culture Change

From:

� Bureaucratic

� Internally focused

� “Me” mentality

� Low tech

To:

� Efficient

� Customer-focused

� Creative use of 
technology



Robin’s LPI Focus

# 1 – I set a personal example of what I 

expect from others

# 21 – I build consensus around a common 

set of values for running our organization

#12 – I appeal to others to share an exciting 
dream of the future



Your Assignment

1. Write 1-2 of your own powerful questions 
to help Robin with the assigned behavior.

An example: LPI Behavior #7
Describes a compelling image of what our future 

could be like

What is positive and compelling to you about 

the work that your group does? 



Describes a compelling image of what our future could be like

• What will it be like when your organization has achieved 

the vision of becoming customer-centric?

• What will people be doing?  Saying? Feeling?

• What images, symbols, or metaphors come to mind as you 

envision this new culture? Others?  What else? 

• Which of these may capture your audience’s attention 

best?  

• Practice on me right now…….convince me I should want to 

be part of this future.

An example: LPI Behavior #7



Your Assignment

1. Write 1-2 of your own powerful questions 
to help Robin with the assigned behavior.

2. At your table discuss your questions.

3. Develop new questions.

4. Select 1 question to share with the larger 
group.



Share Your Powerful Questions

� What behavior are you coaching?

� What powerful question do you suggest?



Behavior Change is Hard!

And Culture Change is harder! 

� What if Robin resists? 

� Doesn’t believe that she can do #12, but 
understands the value?

� She gets exhausted?



Powerful Questions 

Change Culture

� Powerful questions tap into motivations of 
the leader.

� Powerful questions and coaching for 
behavior change take practice.

� Learn from your own and others’ 
experience.



Coaching for Behavior & Culture Change

� Leader’s behavior drives culture.

� Small changes can yield big results.

� It takes Practice, Practice, Practice.

� Coaching can help accelerate cultural 
change. 


